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These comprehensive diving guides to the Easter Caribbean have:- Full description of ALL the
islands, including apres dive activities- Comprehensive overview of the diving environment-
Rules, regulations and safety information- Colour maps and descriptions of ALL the dives-
Objective, in-depth description of dive facilities based on interviews with operators- At-a-glance
summary tables of operator facilities- Informative sidebars about marine lifeThe purpose of the
guide is to describe the diving on each of the islands, to paint a picture of the underwater
environment and the onshore facilities, to detail any relevant rules and regulations, and to raise
awareness of the conservation and marine life issues pertinent to the region. In summary our
goal is to provide you with the information required to enable you to choose where, when, and
how to dive.

About the AuthorAntony doesn't remember a time when football wasn't part of his life, but he
also isn't entirely sure how it all started. His earliest memories are of being given Arsenal books
and programmes in the early 1970s, listening to the BBC World Service commentary from his
home in Belgium on a Saturday afternoon, mentally kicking every ball as he was doing so. He
went to his first football match a few weeks after returning to England to live in 1973, travelling on
a double-decker Southdown bus to watch Brighton play Plymouth Argyle with his father and
older brother. This was the Brighton of Brian Clough though he was unaware of that fact at the
time. Antony says his abiding memory was of not being able to get a programme! It took more
than 20 years to finally track one down but he soon learned that football was about memories.
From supporting his passion - Arsenal - and his home side - Aldershot - from a young age, the
next logical step for Antony was to see some football overseas, a past time that began in 1984 in
continental Europe and continued for more than 30 years starting with Australia - where he
adopted St George as his team - to Asia where he lived for a while in Thailand, a brief return to
England and Germany before settling in the Indonesian capital, Jakarta, where he started the
popular blog, Jakarta Casual in 2006. Antony says that marriage and Jakarta Casual helped give
meaning to his life and reignite his love for football, and marks the second half of his 30 years of
expat life which provide the sub-text to his book, Support Your Local League - A South East
Asian Football Odyssey. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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The Complete Diving Guides to the Eastern CaribbeanVolume 2 Chapter 5Sint Maarten (Dutch)
and Saint Martin (French)Colleen Ryan & Brian SavageCopyright Colleen Ryan and Brian
SavageAll rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or stored in any form or
by any means, including photocopying or otherwise, without the express permission of the
publisher.Text: Colleen Ryan.Graphics: Brian SavagePhotographs: Brian Savage, except where
the name of the photographer is given alongside the photograph.Editing: Sally Erdle, Compass
Publishing, www.begos.com/compass compass@caribsurf.comCover artwork: Roger "Flukes"
Ellis, www.caribbeanarts.comAbout the authorsColleen Ryan and Brian Savage are both from
England. They are both PADI dive instructors with extensive experience of diving in the Red Sea
and the Caribbean. Having sailed their yacht, Theta Volantis, to the Caribbean in 1994, they
lived aboard, carrying out research and writing about the marine environment. They combined
Colleen's interest in marine life with Brian's interest in underwater photography to produce diving
and sailing articles about the region.The Complete Diving Guides' web page carries updated
information about the diving and dive operators. There are links to operator web pages.If you
wish to contact the authors there is an e-mail link to them on the Caribbean Diving Guide
website.Information About the Dive SitesThe guide includes a description of almost all the
acknowledged dive sites of each island. Space neither allowed us to write about each dive in
detail nor provide a site plan for every dive. Instead, we chose a representative sample for each
island to describe in detail, and have produced summarised descriptions for the remainder. On
the island maps and the list of all the dives, we have colour coded in green those sites which
have a map.Although we have dived some sites many times, many of the sites we visited only
once. Consequently, our description of the dive is based on the conditions on that particular
occasion. Bear in mind that a gentle dive can turn into a rip-roaring drift under the influence of
currents and tides. When we knew that we were diving in exceptional circumstances, we have
commented to that effect in the text, stating whether visibility, current or sea life was different
from the norm.Clearly, we do not expect you to find the same turtle posing for photographs
under the same overhang, as we found. Our purpose in describing the marine life is to illustrate
the type of life you might see, and to convey the atmosphere of the dive site. This should help
photographers to make decisions about which lens to take, those interested in sea life to bone
up on the relevant type, and we hope it will help raise your awareness of and pleasure in the
marine environment.We have not rated the dives in terms of their quality. Our experience of this
type of rating is that what makes a 5-star dive to one diver may equate to boredom for another.
By describing our experience of the dive, you can decide whether it is the type of site that will
appeal to you. And, taking the descriptions of the sites for the island as a whole, you should be
able to get a feel for the type of diving you can expect.SymbolsFor those dives where we have
given a detailed profile, we have indicated the difficulty of the dive using 1 or 2 tanks. The
number of tanks relates to the difficulty of the dive under normal circumstance. By this we mean
in the typical wind and sea conditions and visibility that are generally found at that site. In
determining the ratings we have taken into account the following: depth, current, surface



conditions, descent and ascent procedures and underwater terrain.A dive that has to be done as
a drift is not classified as difficult unless other circumstances require it e.g. speed of current,
surface conditions, etc. If you have not done a drift dive before, we advise you to inform the
divemaster so that they can ensure you are properly briefed.Single tank: a straightforward dive,
suitable for all divers, including those recently qualified or who have not dived for some time.

Copyright Colleen Ryan and Brian SavageAll rights reserved. No part of this publication may be
reproduced or stored in any form or by any means, including photocopying or otherwise, without
the express permission of the publisher.Text: Colleen Ryan.Graphics: Brian
SavagePhotographs: Brian Savage, except where the name of the photographer is given
alongside the photograph.Editing: Sally Erdle, Compass Publishing, www.begos.com/compass
compass@caribsurf.comCover artwork: Roger "Flukes" Ellis, www.caribbeanarts.comAbout the
authorsColleen Ryan and Brian Savage are both from England. They are both PADI dive
instructors with extensive experience of diving in the Red Sea and the Caribbean. Having sailed
their yacht, Theta Volantis, to the Caribbean in 1994, they lived aboard, carrying out research
and writing about the marine environment. They combined Colleen's interest in marine life with
Brian's interest in underwater photography to produce diving and sailing articles about the
region.The Complete Diving Guides' web page carries updated information about the diving and
dive operators. There are links to operator web pages.If you wish to contact the authors there is
an e-mail link to them on the Caribbean Diving Guide website.Information About the Dive
SitesThe guide includes a description of almost all the acknowledged dive sites of each island.
Space neither allowed us to write about each dive in detail nor provide a site plan for every dive.
Instead, we chose a representative sample for each island to describe in detail, and have
produced summarised descriptions for the remainder. On the island maps and the list of all the
dives, we have colour coded in green those sites which have a map.Although we have dived
some sites many times, many of the sites we visited only once. Consequently, our description of
the dive is based on the conditions on that particular occasion. Bear in mind that a gentle dive
can turn into a rip-roaring drift under the influence of currents and tides. When we knew that we
were diving in exceptional circumstances, we have commented to that effect in the text, stating
whether visibility, current or sea life was different from the norm.Clearly, we do not expect you to
find the same turtle posing for photographs under the same overhang, as we found. Our purpose
in describing the marine life is to illustrate the type of life you might see, and to convey the
atmosphere of the dive site. This should help photographers to make decisions about which lens
to take, those interested in sea life to bone up on the relevant type, and we hope it will help raise
your awareness of and pleasure in the marine environment.We have not rated the dives in terms
of their quality. Our experience of this type of rating is that what makes a 5-star dive to one diver
may equate to boredom for another. By describing our experience of the dive, you can decide
whether it is the type of site that will appeal to you. And, taking the descriptions of the sites for
the island as a whole, you should be able to get a feel for the type of diving you can



expect.SymbolsFor those dives where we have given a detailed profile, we have indicated the
difficulty of the dive using 1 or 2 tanks. The number of tanks relates to the difficulty of the dive
under normal circumstance. By this we mean in the typical wind and sea conditions and visibility
that are generally found at that site. In determining the ratings we have taken into account the
following: depth, current, surface conditions, descent and ascent procedures and underwater
terrain.A dive that has to be done as a drift is not classified as difficult unless other
circumstances require it e.g. speed of current, surface conditions, etc. If you have not done a
drift dive before, we advise you to inform the divemaster so that they can ensure you are
properly briefed.Single tank: a straightforward dive, suitable for all divers, including those
recently qualified or who have not dived for some time.Two tanks: a more difficult site, for those
with experience of that type of dive. You should be quite confident, have reasonable buoyancy
and air consumption, and consider yourself a fairly competent diver. Operators may require you
to be an advanced diver, have log book evidence of your experience and/or do a check-out dive
first.If you are using an underwater camera with lens options, you will need to choose which lens
to use before you descend, either wide (W) or close-up(c). We have indicated which lens we
would select on the assumption of normal conditions. Of course, what you actually see on the
day will dictate whether or not it was the right choice. Please do not blame us if you take down a
macro lens and see a hammerhead. Think creatively - what a great shot that close up of its eye
will be!Sint Maarten (Dutch) and Saint Martin (French)Two countries, Sint Maarten (Dutch) and
Saint Martin (French) share this small, but very active island which is barely seven miles in each
direction. It will suit those who like to combine beautiful beaches with a lively social scene. The
Dutch/French division makes for an interesting blend of cultures but no inconvenience - there
are no border posts and you travel throughout the island freely.The north side is French and the
southern part is Dutch. There is a charming story, completely unsupported by historical fact, that
the French and Dutch were too civilized to fight over the island and chose a competition instead.
A Frenchman armed with a bottle of wine walked in one direction and a Dutchman equipped with
a flask of gin took the other. Where they met became the boundary, and the French ended up
with a bit more because the gin was stronger than the wine.In 1939 after the collapse of the
sugar market, an attempt was made to halt the island's decline by making the island completely
duty free. The strategy worked and St. Maarten/Martin slowly became the Caribbean's number
one vacation shopping mall.Today it is growing like never before with almost a million visitors
annually. Hotels are mushrooming, several cruise ships call each day, and there are over 250
restaurants and 500 duty-free shops, as well as over half a dozen casinos.St. MaartenSt.
Maarten has two main centres of activity, Philipsburg and Simpson Bay, both are set around the
water with many water front amenities, including dive stores.PhilipsburgPhilipsburg, the capital
of the Dutch side, caters to more tourists than anywhere else on the island. It is not unusual to
see five cruise ships at anchor in the bay. As a result, Philipsburg has the busiest commercial
area with a multitude of shops, restaurants and activities spread along two streets.
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can turn into a rip-roaring drift under the influence of currents and tides. When we knew that we
were diving in exceptional circumstances, we have commented to that effect in the text, stating
whether visibility, current or sea life was different from the norm.Clearly, we do not expect you to
find the same turtle posing for photographs under the same overhang, as we found. Our purpose
in describing the marine life is to illustrate the type of life you might see, and to convey the
atmosphere of the dive site. This should help photographers to make decisions about which lens
to take, those interested in sea life to bone up on the relevant type, and we hope it will help raise
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of their quality. Our experience of this type of rating is that what makes a 5-star dive to one diver
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difficulty of the dive using 1 or 2 tanks. The number of tanks relates to the difficulty of the dive
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terrain.A dive that has to be done as a drift is not classified as difficult unless other



circumstances require it e.g. speed of current, surface conditions, etc. If you have not done a
drift dive before, we advise you to inform the divemaster so that they can ensure you are
properly briefed.Single tank: a straightforward dive, suitable for all divers, including those
recently qualified or who have not dived for some time.Two tanks: a more difficult site, for those
with experience of that type of dive. You should be quite confident, have reasonable buoyancy
and air consumption, and consider yourself a fairly competent diver. Operators may require you
to be an advanced diver, have log book evidence of your experience and/or do a check-out dive
first.If you are using an underwater camera with lens options, you will need to choose which lens
to use before you descend, either wide (W) or close-up(c). We have indicated which lens we
would select on the assumption of normal conditions. Of course, what you actually see on the
day will dictate whether or not it was the right choice. Please do not blame us if you take down a
macro lens and see a hammerhead. Think creatively - what a great shot that close up of its eye
will be!Sint Maarten (Dutch) and Saint Martin (French)Two countries, Sint Maarten (Dutch) and
Saint Martin (French) share this small, but very active island which is barely seven miles in each
direction. It will suit those who like to combine beautiful beaches with a lively social scene. The
Dutch/French division makes for an interesting blend of cultures but no inconvenience - there
are no border posts and you travel throughout the island freely.The north side is French and the
southern part is Dutch. There is a charming story, completely unsupported by historical fact, that
the French and Dutch were too civilized to fight over the island and chose a competition instead.
A Frenchman armed with a bottle of wine walked in one direction and a Dutchman equipped with
a flask of gin took the other. Where they met became the boundary, and the French ended up
with a bit more because the gin was stronger than the wine.In 1939 after the collapse of the
sugar market, an attempt was made to halt the island's decline by making the island completely
duty free. The strategy worked and St. Maarten/Martin slowly became the Caribbean's number
one vacation shopping mall.Today it is growing like never before with almost a million visitors
annually. Hotels are mushrooming, several cruise ships call each day, and there are over 250
restaurants and 500 duty-free shops, as well as over half a dozen casinos.St. MaartenSt.
Maarten has two main centres of activity, Philipsburg and Simpson Bay, both are set around the
water with many water front amenities, including dive stores.PhilipsburgPhilipsburg, the capital
of the Dutch side, caters to more tourists than anywhere else on the island. It is not unusual to
see five cruise ships at anchor in the bay. As a result, Philipsburg has the busiest commercial
area with a multitude of shops, restaurants and activities spread along two streets.Philipsburg is
a colourful lively port where shop-aholics can benefit from duty-free shopping.Front Street has
exotic and expensive stores. You will find endless shops selling everything from fine porcelain
and jewellery to videos, cameras and televisions. Back Street is great for the bargain hunter,
especially those looking for clothes. Philipsburg is a marine centre with a variety of day charter
boats.Simpson BaySimpson Bay is another active area, but while there is a shopping centre, it is
better known for its variety of restaurants and bars. Continuing along the coast, the south east
has many exceptional beaches and fine resorts with a pleasant holiday atmosphere.St.



MartinThere are several centres of activity around St. Martin's coast, generally located around
deep bays where hotels command views across the Caribbean sea. With the exception of Orient
Beach, each of the centres described below have dive facilities.Baie Nettle is a narrow strip of
land running along the north side of Simpson Bay and leading to Marigot, the capital of St.
Martin. Many hotels line the bay and there are a number of shops and water sports
operators.Marigot has a long waterfront on one side and an enclosed marina on the other. It has
the feeling of a picturesque and fashionable French Riviera seaport, bursting at the seams with
fancy boutiques and restaurants.Grand Case is built overlooking a long beach-fronted bay and
the town is known as the gastronomic centre of St. Martin. A long street of gaily-painted houses
follows the beach. It is packed with elegant restaurants serving first rate French cuisine. In the
middle of town, a row of small local bars cluster together overlooking the bay. They serve good
and very cheap barbecued spare ribs, fish, chicken, conch and lobster with plenty of beer to
wash it down.Anse MarcelAnse Marcel is the most exclusive part of the island. You have to drive
a mile along a tiny private road, which takes you over a steep hill, to this small, well-indented bay
with a beach, two big hotels and Port Lonvilliers, an exclusive marina. All kinds of activities from
horse riding to sports fishing and scuba diving are available and the port has its own small
shopping centre. It would suit those who want a quiet and exclusive corner of the island and do
not mind being far from the island's other centres of activities.Anse Marcel, one of St. Martin's
exclusive bays.
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